Maserati Genuine Accessories: extra style and individuality to enhance your everyday driving experience.

Specially created for all manner of different needs and requirements, Maserati accessories represent the perfect combination of design and functionality, and will help you appreciate and enjoy your Quattroporte even more. Each individual item within the range has been created with the aim of increasing comfort, safety and driving pleasure and, in true Maserati tradition, is guaranteed to be of the highest quality.
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The art of beauty.

The gorgeous contours and sporty, elegant lines of the Quattroporte guarantee its immortality as an icon of automotive design. However, to preserve and protect its charm and good looks, Maserati has a range of important car care accessories.
INDOOR CAR COVER
The Indoor Car Cover, specially designed for the Quattroporte, highlights the elegant shape of the car's body, whilst perfectly enveloping it. Tailor-made using a high-quality anti-laddering fabric in Maserati blue, the cover features light-grey piping and special details that pick up on certain key aspects of the car, such as the front radiator grille and the three side air vents. ‘Quattroporte’ and ‘Maserati’ logos then enhance the windscreen and boot areas.

OUTDOOR CAR COVER
The Outdoor Car Cover protects the Quattroporte from dust, scratches and the effects of the weather. The use of specially developed fabric makes the cover waterproof, breathable and stretchable, this helps eliminate any damage caused by the wind, and always provides a perfect fit. The light-grey cover is enhanced with certain Maserati details printed in blue: the iconic radiator grille with the Trident in the centre, the ‘Quattroporte’ logo on the windscreen, ‘Maserati’ written on the boot, and the three air vents on the sides.
SIDE PROTECTIVE FILM KIT
The Side Protective Film Kit comprises shaped films that protect the sides of the car’s body in those areas where impacts from gravel and other external agents are most likely to occur. The shaped films are made of transparent urethane so that the colour of the bodywork is not altered and neither does it become discoloured over time. They are simple and quick to apply using a water-based solution, and do not leave any adhesive residue on the application surfaces after removal.

PROTECTIVE FILM FOR LOADING EDGE
Designed to provide even higher levels of protection for the paintwork, the Protective Film for the Luggage Compartment’s Loading Edge adds to the range of protective films available in the Accessories range. The protective film is applied on the rear bumper to protect the area that is most susceptible to scratches or damage caused when loading or unloading items from the luggage compartment. The shaped film is completely transparent so that the colour of the bodywork is not altered, and neither does it become discoloured over time. After removal, no residues are left on the application surface.
BATTERY CHARGER & CONDITIONER
A compact and simple-to-use device, the Quattroporte Battery Charger and Conditioner maintains the charge of the car’s battery at an optimal level – between 95% and 100%. The device does not need to be programmed; just plug it into a standard power socket and you can leave it connected for several months without any risk of damage to the vehicle. Should the battery run flat, it can also be used to charge it up.

CAR CARE KIT
Both inside and out, the Quattroporte is constructed from the very highest quality materials, so naturally it needs to be cleaned and protected by using only the finest products. The dedicated Car Care Kit comes in a smart and practical transparent case with leather detailing. All the products have been tested and approved by Maserati’s laboratories and are ‘Kyoto Friendly’, making them not only highly effective but environmentally friendly, as well.

The kit comprises the following:
• Car Shampoo
• Insect Remover
• Tyre Black
• Wheel Rim Treatment
• Window Cleaner
• Plastic Cleaner
• Leather Cleaner and Reviver
• Delicate Fabric Detergent
BRANDED FLOOR MATS

The Branded Floor Mats, tailor-made for the Quattroporte, not only protect the car’s carpet but also enhance the look of the interior. Available in a variety of colours to complement the leather upholstery, the mats are trimmed with eco-leather edgings in matching tones. The driver’s floor mat is further enriched with a side insert where the car’s logo is finely embroidered. Special anchorage points keep the mats in place and make them easy to fit. The kit comprises two front and two rear floor mats.

ALL SEASONS FLOOR MATS

The ‘All Seasons’ Floor Mats are made of black rubber and are perfectly moulded to the shape of the car’s floor, providing the best possible protection against water, snow, mud or sand. The water-repellent, anti-slip surface then allows the driver to operate the foot pedals safely and efficiently. The kit comprises two front and two rear floor mats, all equipped with clips to fasten them in place effectively and provide optimal stability.
TOUCH-UP STYLUS*

The Maserati Touch-Up Paint Stylus is the ideal solution to touch up small scrapes, stone chips and scratches on the bodywork, and will help you maintain the exterior paintwork of the vehicle in perfect condition. Each Touch-Up Paint Stylus combines two products in one: the paint, which is applied directly using the special brush, and a clear coat that goes on immediately afterwards to preserve the brilliance of the paint. Note that due to the characteristics of the individual paints, in some cases the clear coat may not be included as it may not be required. To ensure a perfect colour match, the Maserati Touch-Up Paint Styluses are manufactured using the same equipment and formulations as the paints used for spraying the vehicle during the production process.

*The validity may vary from country to country.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOLID PAINTS</th>
<th>METALLIC PAINTS</th>
<th>MICA PAINTS</th>
<th>METALLIC PAINTS</th>
<th>PEARLESCENT PAINTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nero</td>
<td>Nero Siena</td>
<td>Blu Passione</td>
<td>Ross Folgore</td>
<td>Bianco Apl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianco</td>
<td>Grigio</td>
<td>Grigio Metallo</td>
<td>Grigio Maratea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Demonstrate your own exclusive style.

These accessories make every journey in the Quattroporte an exclusive, unique and rewarding experience — items that adapt the vehicle to individual lifestyles and needs.
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT FOLDABLE BOX

The practical Foldable Box is the ideal solution for keeping small and medium-sized objects tidy, and to avoid losing anything inside the luggage compartment. Another example of classic Maserati design, the box can be easily secured using the Velcro strip on its base and rear, whilst when folded it can also be used as a stylish and convenient briefcase with a front pocket to carry documents, a tablet etc.

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT MAT

A stylish and practical accessory to protect the luggage compartment, the Luggage Compartment Mat comes in a waterproof, washable and highly resistant material. It follows the shape of the luggage compartment perfectly in order to exploit all its space, and has a fine trim finish.
LUGGAGE SET

Thanks to its incomparable Italian design, expert craftsmanship, and the finest quality leather, the Quattroporte Luggage Set is in a league of its own. Created in collaboration between Maserati and leading leather producers, Poltrona Frau®, each piece of luggage is a triumph of style, elegance and minute attention to detail. The individual items have been created to make the best use of the luggage compartment capacity and are made entirely of leather, with contrasting finishes that enhance the front of each piece. The piping echoes the shape of the centre tunnel, whilst the Trident logo embellishes the soft, refined leather. The ‘Maserati’ logo embossed on the handle then adds to the sense of elegance and unique refinement. The set comprises six standard pieces: two trolley cases (one small and one large), two beauty cases (one small and one large), one suitcase and one holdall. Two other pieces can be added to the set: a shoe-carrier that holds two pairs of shoes, and a garment bag. Each item can also be ordered separately.
REVERSIBLE LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT MAT
One side in rubber and the other in black carpet fabric make the Luggage Compartment Mat both versatile and practical in any situation. Depending on different needs and circumstances, it can be used on either side and is equipped with handles so it can be easily raised and positioned within the luggage compartment. This mat is branded on both sides with a metal plate, hand-enamelled in black, bearing the Maserati logo.

LUGGAGE NET
The stability of the items in the luggage compartment is fundamental for safe and relaxed driving. The Luggage Compartment Net is a simple and effective accessory which, thanks to its two layers, enables even the smallest objects to be secured.
SKI AND SNOWBOARD BAG

The Ski and Snowboard Bag allows the load capacity of the Quattroporte to be exploited fully, since three pairs of skis, or one pair of skis and a snowboard can be carried easily and safely. The bag is loaded through the luggage compartment and rests on the back of the folded rear seats. This can be extended by 30 cm if required. The rear of the bag is secured with a hook in the luggage compartment, whilst its front part is fastened on the back of the rear seat by means of a sturdy strap. Made from strong black nylon, the bag is finished with the Maserati logo printed in matching tones, and the ‘Maserati’ name in contrasting grey.
Accessories to inspire the sporty soul.

A range of accessories further highlight the sportiness of the Quattroporte and proclaim your unique and personal style.
SPORT PEDALS COVER*
Made of brushed steel, the Sports Pedals have been developed for those who wish to enhance their vehicle’s interior with an even more dynamic and sporty look. The pedals and the footrest have special rubber inserts that provide excellent grip, whilst the oval Maserati logo features prominently on their surfaces.

*Please check whether your vehicle can be fitted with this accessory.

GEARSHIFT PADDLES*
Designed to provide the ultimate driving experience when the automatic gearbox is in manual mode, the Active Shift Paddles provide even sportier gearshifting. Made of frosted aluminium, they are mounted on the steering column and have been ergonomically designed for easy operation.

*Please check whether your vehicle can be fitted with this accessory.
Enhance the pleasure of travelling.

The Maserati Quattroporte is your own individual way of discovering new horizons. Specially designed accessories allow you to enjoy your communication and entertainment devices to the full, and also keep any little ones onboard safe and sound.
PUSHCHAIR
The compact and highly advanced Maserati-Peg Pérego pushchair is compatible with Group 0+ Child Seat: thanks to two latches underneath it, Group 0+ seats can be easily attached directly to the pushchair.

CHILD SEATS
To ensure the safety of child passengers, Maserati and Peg Pérego have developed three exclusive Child Seats. Each one has undergone all the required safety tests and is type-approved according to the European ECE R44/04 standard. Group 0+ and Group 1 can be easily attached to the same ISOFIX base (available separately). Group 2/3 is quick and simple to fasten to the car seat using the seat belt. The child seats are upholstered in a mix of dark-grey fabric and black eco-leather with light-grey stitching, designed specifically for the Maserati child seats. The child seats are personalised with the Trident logo on the headrest and the name ‘Maserati’ written on the seat belt fitting.

Applicable countries for child seats: Albania, Algeria, Argentina, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bolivia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Estonia, Ethiopia, Finland, France, French Guiana, Germany, Georgia, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Honduras, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Iran, Ireland, Iraq, Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Korea, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lebanon, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malaysia, Malta, Mexico, Monaco, Montenegro, the Netherlands, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Russian Federation, Rwanda, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Senegal, Serbia, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Tanzania, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Venezuela, Vietnam, Yemen.

Applicable countries for pushchair: the same as specified for the child seats with the addition of Brazil but excluding Brazil.

Group 0+ Child Seat
(from 0 to 13 kg)

Group 1 Child Seat
(from 9 to 18 kg)

Group 2 and Group 3 Child Seat
(from 15 to 36 kg)
UMBRELLA
Specially designed and developed to be stored in the Quattroporte’s main compartments, the Maserati Umbrella is an accessory that will always be within easy reach. Lightweight and sturdy, it is embellished with the Maserati logo.

NAVIGATION MAPS UPDATE*
In order to make the most of your navigation system, Navigation Map Updates are available. Regular updates will ensure that you will always get to your destination quickly and efficiently.

*The update procedure must be performed by Authorised Maserati Dealers.

HOT SPOT WI-FI CONNECTION MODULE*
The Hot Spot Wi-Fi Module provides in-car wireless access to the Internet not only when the Quattroporte is stationary but also whilst it is on the move. It can be equipped with a WLAN router to allow passengers to enjoy Internet services, as well. The following protocols are supported: HSDPA, UMTS, EDGE and GSM.

*Please check whether your vehicle can be fitted with this accessory.
PRIVACY REAR WINDOW KIT*

The Privacy Rear Window Kit lends an air of heightened exclusivity to the Quattroporte, whilst at the same time protecting the passenger compartment from the sun’s rays, and also offering increased privacy.

*Please check whether your vehicle can be fitted with this accessory.
No restraints to safety.

The Quattroporte can be enhanced with a variety of specific safety accessories according to the owner’s individual needs and preferences.
EMERGENCY KIT

The Emergency Kit can be a useful aid in case of need. It comes in a smart case that fits perfectly into the recess on the left-hand side of the luggage compartment.

The kit includes the following items:

• Safety Triangle
• Reflective Vest
• Light Sticks
• Wind-Up Torch
• First-aid Kit
• Gloves
• Ice Scraper

*The items in the kit may vary from country to country.

JUMPER CABLES

Jumper Cables are indispensable to experience every journey safely and with peace of mind. The Jumper Cables created for the Quattroporte come in a practical case embossed with the Maserati logo, which comfortably fits in the vehicle’s luggage compartment.
SNOW CHAINS

For the greatest traction on snow-covered and icy roads, the Snow Chains have been specially designed for the Quattroporte. These are ‘spider-type’ chains that can be easily fitted without any risk of damage to the wheel rims.
High performance driving means always sticking to the road.

Wheels and tyres play an essential role in driving a Maserati Quattroporte, both to maximise the car’s potential performance and also to ensure the optimum levels of safety. A wide range of wheels and tyres is available, along with special accessories that have been designed to enhance their functionality and also emphasise the unmistakable style of the House of the Trident.
MASERATI GENUINE TYRES (MGT)

The Summer and Winter Tyres designed for the Quattroporte have been developed with the aim of providing optimal control, precision and wear. These tyres are identified by the ‘MGT’ (Maserati Genuine Tyres) marking, which ensures the highest standards of comfort, safety and durability on both dry and wet road surfaces.

COMPLETE WHEELS AND TYRES

With their eye-catching designs, Maserati Wheel Rims offer the very best in terms of technology and elegance. They are available in different sizes and styles to enhance either the sporty or refined character of your vehicle – whichever is your personal style. The Complete Summer and Winter Tyres comprise Genuine Maserati Wheel Rims and MGT-branded Tyres. All the wheels and rims come pre-balanced, ready to be fitted to the vehicle and equipped with the special wheel hubcaps and TPMS sensors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Front tyre</th>
<th>Rear tyre</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POSIDIONE</td>
<td>19&quot;</td>
<td>245/45 R19</td>
<td>275/40 R19</td>
<td>Machine Polished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTS SILVER (FORGED)</td>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>245/40 R20</td>
<td>285/35 R20</td>
<td>Machine Polished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERCURIO</td>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>245/40 R20</td>
<td>285/35 R20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URANO</td>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>245/40 R20</td>
<td>285/35 R20</td>
<td>Machine Polished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTS ANTRACITE (FORGED)</td>
<td>21&quot;</td>
<td>245/35 R21</td>
<td>285/30 R21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITANO (FORGED)</td>
<td>21&quot;</td>
<td>245/35 R21</td>
<td>285/30 R21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRONO</td>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>245/40 R20</td>
<td>285/35 R20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maserati Brake Calipers are highly distinctive, enhancing still further the sporty nature of the Quattroporte. Clearly visible through the wheel rims, they are available in a number of different colours.

- Black
- Red
- Silver
- Blue
- Red Anodized
- Silver Polished
BRANDED VALVE COVERS
A combination of strength and elegance, the splendid Quattroporte wheel rims combine classic tradition with modern fashion. For that extra touch of exclusivity and class, they can be customised with Maserati-branded Valve Caps that are lightweight, rust-proof, and embossed with the Trident logo.

SECURITY STUD BOLT KIT
The special Security Stud Bolts, specially created for the Quattroporte, protect the vehicle against the risk of wheel theft, as the wheels can only be fitted and removed by using the special wrench provided in the kit. The bolt head has been designed to offer the greatest safety, whilst at the same time preserving the aesthetic features of the genuine stud bolts.
CARE AND PROTECTION

94000283 Indoor Car Cover
94000284 Outdoor Car Cover
94000315 LH Side Protective Film Kit
94000316 RH Side Protective Film Kit
94000348 Protective Film for Loading Edge
94000373 Car Care Kit
94000404 Mixed Rim Treatment
94000414 Car Shampoo
94000415 Tyre Black
94000418 Window Cleaner
94000421 Insect Remover
94000411 Plastic Cleaner
94000520 Delicate Fabric Detergent
94000527 Battery Charger & Conditioner - Europe version
94000527 Battery Charger & Conditioner - US version
94000527 Battery Charger & Conditioner - Japan version
94000520 Battery Charger & Conditioner - UK Version
94000568 Winter Mats - RHD Dual zone (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
94000567 Winter Mats - RHD Dual zone (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
94000566 Winter Mats - LHD Dual zone (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
94000565 Winter Mats - LHD Dual zone (LHD)
940000598 Winter Mat - LHD Four-zone (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000599 Winter Mat - LHD AWD Four-zone (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000600 Winter Mat - LHD AWD Four-zone (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000601 Winter Mat - LHD Four-zone (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000602 Winter Mat - RHD Four-zone (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000603 Winter Mat - RHD Four-zone (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000604 Winter Mat - RHD Four-zone - Sabbia (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000605 Winter Mat - RHD Four-zone - Sabbia (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000608 Winter Mat - RHD Four-zone - Tortora (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000609 Winter Mat - RHD Four-zone - Tortora (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000610 Winter Mat - RHD Four-zone - Brown (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000611 Winter Mat - RHD Four-zone - Brown (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000615 Winter Mat - RHD Dual zone - Black (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000616 Winter Mat - RHD Dual zone - Brown (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000617 Winter Mat - RHD Dual zone - Tortora (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000618 Winter Mat - RHD Dual zone - Sabbia (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000619 Winter Mat - RHD Dual zone - Black (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000620 Winter Mat - LHD Four-zone - Sabbia (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000621 Winter Mat - LHD Four-zone - Sabbia (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000622 Winter Mat - LHD Four-zone - Tortora (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000623 Winter Mat - LHD Four-zone - Tortora (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000624 Winter Mat - LHD Four-zone - Black (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000625 Winter Mat - LHD Four-zone - Black (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000626 Winter Mat - LHD Dual zone - Sabbia (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000627 Winter Mat - LHD Dual zone - Sabbia (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000628 Winter Mat - LHD Dual zone - Tortora (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000629 Winter Mat - LHD Dual zone - Tortora (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000630 Winter Mat - LHD AWD Dual zone - Sabbia (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000631 Winter Mat - LHD AWD Dual zone - Sabbia (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000632 Winter Mat - LHD AWD Dual zone - Tortora (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000633 Winter Mat - LHD AWD Dual zone - Tortora (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000634 Winter Mat - RHD AWD Four-zone - Sabbia (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000635 Winter Mat - RHD AWD Four-zone - Sabbia (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000636 Winter Mat - RHD AWD Four-zone - Tortora (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000637 Winter Mat - RHD AWD Four-zone - Tortora (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000638 Winter Mat - RHD AWD Four-zone - Brown (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000639 Winter Mat - RHD AWD Four-zone - Brown (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000640 Winter Mat - RHD AWD Dual zone - Sabbia (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000641 Winter Mat - RHD AWD Dual zone - Sabbia (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000642 Winter Mat - RHD AWD Dual zone - Tortora (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000643 Winter Mat - RHD AWD Dual zone - Tortora (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000644 Winter Mat - LHD AWD Four-zone - Black (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000645 Winter Mat - LHD AWD Four-zone - Black (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000646 Winter Mat - LHD AWD Dual zone - Black (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000647 Winter Mat - LHD AWD Dual zone - Black (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000648 Luggage Set in Beige Leather / Black Trim Piping
940000649 Luggage Set in Black Leather / Beige Trim Piping
940000650 Winter Mats - LHD AWD Four-zone (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000651 Winter Mats - LHD AWD Four-zone (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000652 Winter Mats - LHD AWD Dual zone (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000653 Winter Mats - LHD AWD Dual zone (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000654 Winter Mats - LHD Dual zone (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000655 Winter Mats - LHD Dual zone (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000656 Winter Mats - RHD AWD Four-zone (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000657 Winter Mats - RHD AWD Four-zone (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000658 Winter Mats - RHD AWD Dual zone (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000659 Winter Mats - RHD AWD Dual zone (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000660 Winter Mats - RHD Dual zone (starting from Assembly No. 4024120)
940000661 Winter Mats - RHD Dual zone (up to Assembly No. 4024120)
940000662 Transports and Loading solutions
940000663 Luggage Set in Beige Leather / Beige Trim Piping
940000664 Luggage Set in Black Leather / Black Trim Piping
940000665 Luggage Set in Beige Leather / Black Trim Piping
940000309 Luggage Set in Tortora Leather / Blue Trim Piping
940000310 Large Trolley in Black Leather / Beige Trim Piping
940000318 Large Trolley in Beige Leather / Black Trim Piping
940000326 Large Trolley in Tortora Leather / Blue Trim Piping
940000311 Small Trolley in Black Leather / Beige Trim Piping
940000319 Large Trolley in Beige Leather / Black Trim Piping
940000327 Small Trolley in Tortora Leather / Blue Trim Piping
940000314 Suitcase in Black Leather / Beige Trim Piping
940000320 Suitcase in Beige Leather / Black Trim Piping
940000328 Suitcase in Tortora Leather / Blue Trim Piping
940000313 Holdall in Black Leather / Beige Trim Piping
940000321 Holdall in Beige Leather / Black Trim Piping
940000329 Holdall in Tortora Leather / Blue Trim Piping
940000315 Small Beauty Case in Black Leather / Beige Trim Piping
940000323 Small Beauty Case in Beige Leather / Black Trim Piping
940000331 Small Beauty Case in Tortora Leather / Blue Trim Piping
940000316 Shoe-Carrier in Black Leather / Beige Trim Piping
940000324 Shoe-Carrier in Beige Leather / Black Trim Piping
940000332 Shoe-Carrier in Tortora Leather / Blue Trim Piping
940000317 Garment Bag in Black Leather / Beige Trim Piping
940000325 Garment bag in Beige Leather / Black Trim Piping
940000330 Garment bag in Tortora Leather / Blue Trim Piping
940000491 Reversible Luggage Compartment Mat
940000409 Ski and Snowboard Bag

SPORT
940000794 Sport Pedals Cover, LHD
940000795 Sport Pedals Cover, RHD

COMFORT AND COMMUNICATION
940000396 Pushchair
940000420 Group 0+ Child Seat
940000300 Group 1 Child Seat

SAFETY
940000301 First-Aid Kit
940000300 Jumper Cables
940000452 Snow Chains

WHEEL RIMS AND TYRES
940000358 Security Stud Bolt Kit

940000354 Group 2/3 Child Seat
940000421 ISOFIX Base for Child Seat
940000423 Umbrella
970000542 Hot Spot VPI Connection Module with SIM Card (only for USA / Canada)
970000544 Hot Spot VPI Connection Module (not for USA / Canada)
940000550 Privacy Rear Windows - WITHOUT RSE (Available with RSE, RSE)
940000551 Privacy Rear Windows - WITHOUT RSE (Available with RSE, RSE)
940000552 Privacy Rear Windows - WITH RSE (Available with RSE, RSE)

SPORT
940000349 Emergency Kit - Switzerland, Austria, France
940000341 Emergency Kit - Spain & Portugal
940000342 Emergency Kit - Middle East & India
940000343 Emergency Kit - Eastern Europe
940000344 Emergency Kit - Japan
940000345 Emergency Kit - USA / Canada
940000346 Emergency Kit - Korea
940000347 Emergency Kit - Australia

WHEEL RIMS AND TYRES
940000356 Branded Valve Covers
940000359 Security Stud Bolt Kit
Maserati Genuine Accessories can be purchased through the Official Maserati Network (dealers and service centres) and through the online store www.maseratistore.com. Only a selected number of items from the range are available online.
